Experiments and computer simulations [1] have revealed some unusual results of elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) associated with a high degree of thermally induced inhomogeneous shear across the lubricant film, or thermal shear localization. The results include the development of a sizable film dimple in the central EHL region [2] and a dramatic reduction in EHL traction [3, 4] . In this study, a theoretical analysis is carried out to determine the conditions under which the thermal shear localization may develop in EHL films. For a Newtonian lubricant obeying the Barus law of viscosity, a dimensionless group-parameter is identified that fully governs the degree of the thermal inhomogeneous shear. Results are presented that show the critical range of values of this parameter corresponding to the onset of the shear localization. The analysis is also extended to lubricants with non-Newtonian behavior. Results suggest that the same dimensionless group-parameter may be used to measure the degree of the shear localization when the lubricant viscosity in the parameter is replaced by an effective viscosity that accounts for the non-Newtonian effect. Reference [5] presents details of the theoretical formulation and results analysis.
The Parameter and Results
A number of assumptions are made so that the general EHL conditions may be determined under which the thermal shear localization develops. The film gap is assumed to be parallel and subjected to a uniform pressure. The uniform pressure also leads to a constant cross-film shear stress. The surface temperatures are assumed to be uniform and the temperature in the EHL film has reached a steady state, varying only across the film. Under these assumptions, a dimensionless group-parameter is identified that fully governs the degree of the thermal inhomogeneous shear if the lubricant is Newtonian obeying the Barus law of viscosity. It is given by
where β is lubricant temperature-viscosity coefficient, op µ is lubricant isothermal viscosity, k is lubricant thermal conductivity and u ∆ is the sliding velocity of the EHL contact. Dimensionless parameter γ& may be considered to be a critical value below which the shear localization starts to develop in the EHL contact. For a Newtonian lubricant, a mean critical S value is around 20. For a non-Newtonian lubricant, this critical S value is smaller to be around 6. Liquid lubricants under EHL conditions usually exhibit significant non-Newtonian behavior. Furthermore, the viscosity of the lubricant usually varies with pressure and temperature in an exponential order of magnitude. The complexities of the non-Newtonian behavior and the viscositypressure-temperature relation may not be accurately described by simple mathematical expressions. But the results obtained with different rheological models, viscosity laws and p α values, where α is pressure-viscosity coefficient and p , the EHL pressure, may collectively encompass the modeling uncertainties. Thus, one may conclude that some shear localization is developed in an EHL contact when 5 ≥ S and the localization is likely pronounced when 10 ≥ S . 
Conclusion
A dimensionless parameter S, derived from key physical parameters of an EHL contact, is identified that may be used to determine the degree of the thermal shear localization across the EHL film. The parameter is given by Newtonian or is the isothermal effective viscosity if it is nonNewtonian. Liquid lubricants usually exhibit non-Newtonian behavior under EHL conditions. When the value of S is around 5, the cross-film thermal shear localization is usually developed in the EHL contact. When it is around 10, the localization is likely to be severe. An immediate result of a severe shear localization is a large reduction of the EHL traction among other unusual EHL responses.
